Latte for Students

LATTE, our Learning and Teaching Technology Environment, is a Moodle-based learning platform that enables Brandeis faculty members and students to engage in online education.

Not sure where to look? Type to search all LATTE articles!

Start of Term Checklist

Access Your Courses
Configure Your Computer
Manage Your Personal LATTE Profile
Messaging in LATTE

Participating in your course
Completing Assignments for Students
Using Turnitin through LATTE (Student)
LATTE Wiki
View Course Videos
Mahara Online Portfolio
Glossary in LATTE
Mid-Course Feedback Form
Forums for Class Discussions
Course Announcements

Tracking and Progress

Activity Completion
Attendance Tool
Level Up

News, Tips and Tricks
Related articles

- Gmail
- Quickmail Block
- Adding TAs and Guests
- Using the Gradebook
- Text Editing